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Archiving Performance of 
MailStore Server 9  
The Impact of the New Caching System and Store Hinting 
Algorithm in a Practical Test 

MailStore Server performs a check on every email in the mailbox to see whether it is already in the 

archive when archiving from mailboxes. This is how it prevents duplicates from occurring in the archive. 

The time required for this process varies and depends on the number of mailboxes to be archived, the 

volume of received email, and the size of the existing archive. With earlier versions of the MailStore 

Server, very large companies were even advised against using mailbox archiving in certain cases. 

Instead, they were recommended to only carry out journal archiving in these cases (which enables the 

complete archiving of all incoming and outgoing emails in the company), in which only the emails in 

the journal mailbox needed to be archived and therefore checked. All emails were automatically 

deleted from the journal mailbox after they had been successfully archived. This allowed the volume of 

emails in the journal mailbox, and therefore the time required for archiving, to be maintained at a 

consistently low level. 

Now an intelligent caching system and a new store hinting algorithm have been implemented in 

MailStore Server 9 for the first time. The algorithm greatly reduces the time required for checking 

emails when archiving mailboxes. 

This allows companies of all sizes to benefit from a major increase in performance. It also makes 

mailbox archiving and multi-mailbox archiving a feasible alternative to journal archiving for very large 

companies with a large email volume to match.  
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Testing Procedure 

� Archiving of 148 IMAP mailboxes  

� 25 simultaneous threads 

� Check performed on 902,716 emails 

Testing Environment 

Operating System 

� Windows Server 2012 R2 

� MailStore Server was installed on a virtual machine of a VMware ESXi host 

Hardware 

� Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5645 @2.40GHz (Quad Core) 

� 4 GB RAM 

Storage 

� All of the data of the virtual machine were located on a dedicated hard disk array of a Synology 

RS3412RPxs NAS connected by iSCSI via 1-GBit Ethernet to the ESXi host using an in-house 

network adapter 

� The RAID array (RAID 10) consists of four 4-TB 7,200 RPM Western Digital hard disks 

The setup is in line with the recommendations on our website for environments with up to 250 users. 
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Test Results 

Time Required in Minutes 

 

Emails Processed per Second 

 

CPU Load and Network Usage 

MailStore Server 8 

� The CPU load was around 54%  

� The network usage was of 5.7 MB/s 

MailStore Server 9 

� All CPU cores were running at 99%  

� Network usage fell to under 0.3 MB/s 
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Conclusions 

By implementing MailStore Server 9, mailboxes are synchronized at more than three times the speed. 

The CPU resources available on modern systems are utilized much more efficiently, while the workload 

of the network and, as a result, of the email server is reduced. 

Further Optimization Opportunities 

An even greater increase in performance was achieved with additional CPUs and cores and, most 

significantly, by further optimizing storage. Some of the specific measures that were taken: 

� Use of local storage 

� Use of many small hard disks rather than a few large ones 

� Use of SAS hard disks of 10,000 RPM or higher 

� Use of SSD caches 

More Information  

Consult our MailStore Server Help for more information: 

System Requirements 

http://en.help.mailstore.com/System_Requirements 

Performance and Scalability Guidelines 

http://en.help.mailstore.com/Performance_and_Scalability_Guidelines 

 


